Viet Discussions Continue

By AI Fong-Tom and Denis McCloud

Representatives from NJC on both sides of the Viet Nam controversy travelled to Washington over the Thanksgiving vacation've been deeply involved in their views.

These students presented a petition of support for American policy in Viet Nam, to Secretary of War, Chairman of the Viet Nam Committee, Assistant Secretary of War, and Assistant Secretary of State for the VOICE.

The petition was signed by 300 ND students and 50 from St. Mary's.

On the other side of the ideological fence, Professor Joseph Duffy of the English Department was among the six principal spokesmen at Senator's March on Washington. "The purpose of the march," said Duffy, "was to show those involved in ways of negotiating an end to the war in Viet Nam. But it was not an apolitical protest, he said, "I seriously feel that the President and the administration called it a protest mainly to mislead the American people by increasing the creation for negotiation, it was a genuine protest at the way every one of them about the situation, and looking for peace.

The pro-Viet petition was sponsored by the Young Republican Committee, the Harvard Catholic League, Catholic College Students, Mike Darcy, Secretary of the Young Republicans, made the presentation.

In describing the march, Dr. Duffy said that the supporters were reported present from the white house, his group, and no in any way welcome to this dialogue group.

The organizers sent a telegram to the National Liberation Front to show that the move would be strengthened, in order to act as a support to their policy.
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The Voice Finances

At Monday night's Senate meeting, Stay Senator Ted Kea presented a proposal to freeze the VOICE out of existence unless support from either the Communication Arts Department or an increased activities fee was forthcoming. Although the resolution was defeated and an alternative step by the Policy Committee was substituted, some discussion of the VOICE's financial situation ensued. It is called for in reply.

Actually, the Kea resolution presented only one alternative to the VOICE, since the CA department turned down a similar request by the paper for financial support last spring. The head of the department said at that time that he was not interested in supporting practical journalism or in starting a journalism school at Notre Dame.

Despite Kea's allegations, the VOICE is costing Student Government less this year than last, and the percentage of the paper's total budget contributed by SG continues to decline, from 40% just four years ago to less than 5% for 1965-66. The prospects are for increasing self-sufficiency. A subscription drive, while not producing spectacular results, has been a profitable venture. In coming years it promises to be even more profitable. Advertising revenues are substantially higher than in 1965-66, with increasing emphasis on highly profitable local advertising, revenues should go even higher while ad lineage declines.

Sen. Kea based his argument on the necessity of increasing the SG activity fee to keep pace with increasing SG responsibilities. However, Treasurer Rich Linting points out that the new SG assessment will be adequate after this year, when the debt is retired. That's more, there is no correlation between the VOICE and the activity fee. Although the VOICE is the most recent and ambitious undertaking of student government, an increase in the fee would not go entirely to the VOICE. Instead, the Academic Commission, International Commission, Civil Rights Commission, and many other activities would benefit. The activity fee increase should be considered as it affects the entire range of SG activities.

The VOICE would be forced to leave the Student government and the accompanying dependence on the vagaries of campus politics. To cut off the paper at this stage, however, when it is on the verge of financial independence, would be to throw away the several thousand dollars that three previous SG administrations have invested. And to consider the essentially separate questions of the VOICE and the activities fee would be both unfair and potentially tragic.

Across the Road

by Barbara Gibson

The other day I was reading some letter from the editor of the CHRONIC when I discovered one that reflects the biggest problem found at Saint Mary's and Notre Dame. The CHRONIC's problem is that SMIC hit the problem right on the head:

... Coming from a university of about 3500 near a large city, I found it necessary to acclimate to a very different college life. The warmth of the faculty and higher administrative officials, along with the personal relationships between faculty members, and general friendliness and transition extremely easy for me. I could say 'happiness is Saint Mary's,' but one vital aspect of college life is lacking: where is the interest and commitment of young Catholic women to national affairs (civil rights, government, and politics) and community affairs? The nurturing program, Viet Nam protests, and hospital volunteer work are present in a small percentage, but I am looking for a sense of commitment to the world outside by a majority."

Unfortunately, this is true for some girls. The campus spirit at Saint Mary's and Notre Dame is academic during the week and social on weekends, which is fine. I fancy it is like this at most schools. Of course, we must admit that there are many young men and women in this community who are not interested in student government, intellectual debate, and social work to validate "lack of awareness" as a universal statement.

But can we honestly admit that the majority of our fellow students really want what is going on in the U.N. or on Capitol Hill? Reading the paper or Time or listening to news broadcasts that interrupt our favorite jazz program is not awareness. I suppose that we must be thankful that they at least do this. Can't we do something to encourage the majority to become interested in what's going on beyond the football stadium, frisbee field, the St. Basil and check parties? Saint Mary's is ranked second in Associated Catholic College Women's colleges. Notre Dame is the top Catholic women's school. Between the two, our rank is astronomical. Doesn't this give us the obligation to live up to our reputations in all areas of academic life, which so importantly includes knowing what's going on?

(The above article was published recently during the academic year for the students of the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, and it was included in the publication, 'Voice of Notre Dame.')
Miami Joists Impotent Irish

by Lou Bardsen

As an anxious and witty football expert once remarked: "You can't win if you don't score." Last Saturday in the Orange Bowl neither Miami nor Notre Dame scored. Therefore neither Miami nor Norte Dame won. By that is meant to the first scoreless tie ND has been involved since the famous 0-0 match with Army in 1946. It was the first time ND has been held scoreless since Southern Cal blanked them 53-0 in 1922.

The game was the ultimate in defensive battles. Miami never got inside ND's 50 yard line, while the Irish could manage only two deep penetrations. Both Irish threats ended with unsuccessful field goal attempts.

ND's first scoring threat came late in the third quarter. It was set up by the defense's forcing the Miami passer to kick poorly, ND the possession at the Hurricane's 36. They managed to get to the Miami 15 where a penalty and then a field goal attempt by Ken Bynum of Notre Dame's All-Time record holding place kickers, had been 7 for 10 for the season. Four plays later, two punters into the fourth quarter, ND got the ball at their own 20. The Irish moved the ball deliberately. It took them over nine minutes to advance the ball some 60 yards. The Irish were not to score, however.

Irish "5" Wins Opener

by Bill Dywee

Despite Miami's scoring coming from behind last night, to grab a tough 70-49 victory over tiny Lewis College in the first half of the Irish "5".

The Irish trailed by as much as fourteen points during the game thanks to first half sharpshooting.

ND's Brian Keller attempts to block a shot by a Lewis College player.

from Lewis College's Donny Szymanowski and Bob Blackburn. In fact, with barely nine minutes left in the game Notre Dame trailed by ten points, But in that final nine minutes Catholic Bucky McGinn brought the Irish back in the true tradition of a Catholic. He was McGinn who closed it to a six

One of the highlights of the game was a move that decisively paid off. After, when the Lewis College scoring was dominated by Szymanowski and Blackburn, along with a 15 point effort from Larry Monahan, Notre Dame's scoring was more balanced. Hustling Jim Mosier matched the final tally of the game, all of it, in the last minute of the game, 49 points in the second half.

The first half was a story of Irish backbreaking matched against the hot shooting of Szymanowski and Blackburn. Szymanowski had a sharp 10 points in the first half, but was held to three in the second half.

In the first half the passing of the Irish was erratic, whereas Lewis College's passing was consistent. It was a reversed story in the second half, however, as Norte Dame pressed tightly on defense and became more confident in their own ball handling.

While Lewis College used only six men, and the ninth only in the last two minutes of the game, Irish backfielders moved six ballplayers in and out keeping them fresher for the final minute.
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Swimming Team to Open Season Tomorrow

The 1965-66 season for the University of Notre Dame Swimming team will officially open this Friday, at 7:00 p.m., with the renewal of the Notre Dame Invitational Relays. This meet will be inaugurated two years ago, back then to be cancelled last year because of scheduling difficulties. Competing with the Irish this year are individuals and team trophies will be the teams from Northwestern, Valparaiso, Eastern Michigan, Wayne State, and Albion.

Although faced with the loss of 9 letterwinners by graduation, several of them varsity record-holders, Coach Dennis J. Stark is hoping to break a string of Notre Dame weakness, which has been hard to break because of the return of several key performers and a promising crop of sophomore aspirants.

Heading the returnees to Captain and two-time monogram winner, Jack Stoltz, Stoltz, who holds the Notre Dame record in the 500-yard freestyle, gives the Irish a big plus in the longer distance races, and provided much team spirit with his drive and determination.

Junior letterman Humphrey Dohan, who will take N.D. in the 200 and 500 freestyle, giving ample reserve strength will be promising Soph Mike Cromar.

Another returning monogram winner for the Notre Dame team is Senior Mike Shuck, who will be hard pressed by two speedy sophomores, high school All-American Mike Cohen, and Rob Cotter, called to be a leading candidate in the individual Medley, where he will be backed up by Senior letterman Bill Ramis.

In the breaststroke, Bob Husson, who also swam Breaststroke and Freestyle and Junior Pete Skrlak, Brehl, unmolested by a Notre Dame weakness, should prove to be a definite strength this year with the arrival of Soph Tom Bourke, Bourke, a high-school All-American from Fenwick high in Chicago and one of the best swimmers to ever attend N.D., his breaststroke times will be a pair of Soph, Alex Clarke, and Chris Slager, who saw some action last year.

Although there are no returning letterwinners in the Freestyle events, Seniors John Blum and Ed O'Connor and Juniors Bill Gehre and Chris Slager saw a good bit of action last year. But two more Sophomores, Joe Diver and Hank Torvewood are making strong bids for the top spots.

One thing is certain: You'll be working. You'll have plenty of responsibility. What you won't have is a chance to dote off in the prime years of your career.

Talk to the man from G.E. when he visits campus. Come to General Electric, where the young men are important men.